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4. LIFT TO FATIGUE
To achieve muscle growth one of the key factors is creating fatigue. This can 

be done with heavy or light weights but the key is to push into the zone where 

you can't do anymore. 3 sets of 5 is a great place to start in a superset, work 

hard till you have nothing left.
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2. BE REALLY CONSISTENT
Stick to a plan. Sit down and draw up your own plan or alternatively hire a 

coach or someone with experience to help you on your journey. That way each 

action you take will be the most efficient.

3. BE PREPARED TO GET LEAN FIRST
Be prepared to get lean first then build muscle. If you're carrying excess body 

fat then you're likely to not be very insulin sensitive and the more insulin 

sensitive you are the easier muscle building is.

1. BE PATIENT
Building muscle takes time, it's not an overnight process. The more realistic 

about the time frame the more likely you will to stick to the process. Body 

builders spend up to 3/4 of the year building and 1/4 cutting.

5. CREATE HIGH LEVELS OF MECHANICAL TENSION
Tension cause the changes that makes muscle grow. So choosing a blend of 

slow exercises with moderate to heavy weights means you will create the 

environment needed for tissue growth.

6. TRAIN WITH HIGH FREQUENCY
The top body building athletes train with shorter sessions to optimise their 

hormone profile and with higher frequencies (4-6 days per week). Mimic this 

for the best results.

7. CONSUME MORE KCALS
Your body is an energy store, for it to grow you need to provide an excess of 

energy. That being said the body can only grow at a slow rate so eating a 

ridiculously high level of calories is a sure fire way of gaining excess body fat. 

Aim for no more than 500 kcal's above what you use daily. Monitor with 

www.myfitnesspal.com

8. USE CARBS DURING WORKOUTS
Insulin is really important for muscle growth, make sure you use a high carb 

drink during workouts (sugar etc.) as this will spike insulin and aid the muscle 

growth process.

9. USE EAAS
Alongside carbohydrates during workouts, use an essential amino acid 

product like Amino Water. Free form EAAs are the fastest way to provide 

working muscles with the nutrients they require for grow and repair. Products 

high in the crucial amino acid Leucine (a BCAA) and the other EAAs are 

necessary for sustained protein synthesis.
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